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1.0 Post-Hearing Submissions 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 This note sets out Suono’s response on behalf of CAGNE following on from Issue Specific 
Hearing 5 – aviation noise (ISH5). Action Point 5 arising from ISH5 requires “CAGNE to set out the 
detail of what it feels is missing from the noise assessment, as stated.”; this note fulfils the 
requirement.   

1.1.2 Also set out at the end are other issues from our review of the noise chapter [APP-039], 
associated appendices and other documents referenced within the noise chapter. Given the number 
of issues identified, many of which are fundamental to the noise assessments, it is expected that 
other issues will be identified as the Applicant (Gatwick Airport Limited; GAL) responds. 

1.1.3 Headings used within this note follow the ISH5 agenda, where relevant, while section 
numbering does not. Due to the complexity of issues identified with regards to ground noise, this is 
dealt with separately to air noise in its own section within this note.  

1.1.4 Text is repeated from CAGNE’s Deadline 1 noise submissions [REP1-138], so this note can 
provide full detail of all missing noise information (at this time) and to provide wider context on the 
additional points now included. 

1.2 Civil aviation noise law and policy, and other relevant policies and Civil 
aviation noise character and guidance, and other relevant guidance 

Benefit Sharing 

1.2.1 Section 14.2.44 of Chapter 14: Noise and Vibration states that sharing the benefits is not a 
consideration. The Applicant confirmed within ISH5 that this specific statement confirmed that the 
particular wording of “sharing the benefits” is not within the latest Overarching Aviation Noise Policy 
statement1 (OANPS), but that the sentiment remains in place. 

1.2.2 We recognise that while the exact words are not in the OANPS, the need to ‘limit and where 
possible reduce total adverse impacts’ effectively amounts to the same thing and we also note that 
the OANPS does not replace policy documents such as Aviation Policy Framework 2013 2 (APF). 

1.2.3  The government chooses the phrase 'where possible' rather than 'where practicable', 
identifying a much stronger imperative to reduce noise than an approach which is merely 
economically justifiable. 

 
1 Overarching Aviation Noise Policy, Department for Transport, March 2023 
2 Aviation Policy Framework, Department for Transport, March 2013 
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1.2.4 The accompanying paper with the OANPS states, “One of the overall objectives underpinning 
the Air Navigation Guidance 2017 is to “emphasise that the environmental impact of aviation must 
be mitigated as much as is practicable and realistic to do so.” Consultation responses suggested 
that including this in our overall policy would be beneficial. This complements the aim of limiting and 
where possible reducing the total adverse impacts, and we consider helps clarify that noise 
mitigation as well as noise reduction can contribute to reducing total adverse effects of noise. We 
have therefore introduced this phrase into our overarching policy.” 

1.2.5 This clearly identifies that mitigation can be used to assist in reducing noise levels, but that 
noise reduction through other means (fleet replacement) must also contribute. This is further 
clarified by other text within the accompanying paper:  

“We consider that “limit, and where possible reduce” remains appropriate wording. An overall 
reduction in total adverse effects is desirable, but in the context of sustainable growth an 
increase in total adverse effects may be offset by an increase in economic and consumer 
benefits. In circumstances where there is an increase in total adverse effects, “limit” would 
mean to mitigate and minimise adverse effects, in line with the Noise Policy Statement for 
England.” 

1.2.6 There is therefore a requirement to mitigate and minimise adverse effects, and where 
possible reduce. Reduce and mitigate are referred to separately, which this application does not 
account for, instead focussing primarily on mitigation. 

Noise Reduction 

1.2.7 The noise documentation does not justify why 2013 is relevant to Gatwick Airport, choosing it 
entirely based on this year being referenced for Heathrow in the Airports National Policy Statement 
(ANPS, June 2018). 

1.2.8 Further, there is no certainty that noise levels will continue to reduce over time. Section 6.3.1 
of The Noise Envelope appendix [APP-177] states:  

“The noise envelope should always remain relevant and should reflect evidence of the 
improvements in average fleet noise performance over time. The envelope should not 
function to prevent airlines serving changing markets. As noted above, the outcome of rev iew 
for the 3rd Noise Envelope Period and subsequent noise envelope periods may require the 
noise envelope contour to change, which may include a reduction or an increase. (Subject to 
not exceeding the noise contour area required to be achieved during the 1st Noise Envelope 
Period). This is to ensure that the Airport can meet changing market needs in terms of routes 
served and aircraft types used.” 

1.2.9 This open-ended flexibility does not provide certainty of future noise levels, or demonstrate 
reduction over time, which is expected of the aviation industry. Section 3.3 of Aviation Policy 
Statement 2013 summarises this succinctly:  

“As a general principle, the Government therefore expects that future growth in aviation 
should ensure that benefits are shared between the aviation industry and local communities. 
This means that the industry must continue to reduce and mitigate noise as airport capacity 
grows.” 

1.2.10 The Applicant seeks to reason that such an increase would be allowable if new generation 
aircraft have low carbon emissions, but this is not a consideration of government policy. Indeed, the 
Costs Decision [APP/C1570/W/20/3256619, May 2021] for the Stansted Airport 43 mppa inquiry 
concludes in section 22: 

“…reliance on a perceived direction of travel in policy or emerging policy that may never come 
into being in the form anticipated is not a sound basis for making planning decisions. ” 
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Core and Sensitivity Cases 

1.2.11 It is not clear whether the core case being assessed is the Central Case or the Slower 
Transition Fleet. One must be chosen as the core case, on which future noise contour limits are 
derived, and this should be the forecast that is most likely to occur.  

1.2.12 If this is the Slower Transition Fleet, no account has been made of this within the ground 
noise assessment. If it is actually the Central Case, then future noise contour limits need to be 
adjusted to account for this. In this way noise would be limited and, as would clearly be possible, 
reduced. 

1.3 Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Levels (LOAEL) 

1.3.1 When responding to what value the LOAEL should be set at, Mr Mitchell for the Applicant 
stated that “one important feature of the Project is that we’re not introducing new flightpaths” [part 1 
transcript stated time of 01:05:48:09-01:06:19:21].  

1.3.2 It is not clear why this would affect the setting of any LOAEL value and raises another 
important issue that needs detailed consideration, which does not appear within the noise 
documentation to date. 

1.3.3  No information is presented within the noise documentation on flightpaths used within the 
model. There is a large uncertainty here, and insufficient information to demonstrate the application 
reasonably considers the worst-case.  

1.2 We draw comparison to the current situation surrounding Dublin Airport, who have recently 
begun operating their newly constructed runway. The original northern runway application3 stated in 
section 16.1.3.4 of the accompanying Environmental Statement noise chapter: 

“The flight tracks associated with the existing 10/28 runway, the existing 16/34m runway and 
the existing 11/29 runway are in accordance with AIP Ireland as published by the Irish 
Aviation Authority. For the proposed runway, it was assumed that the aircraf t would join up 
with the tracks used for the existing 10/28 runway which was agreed with the Irish Aviation 
Authority to be a reasonable assumption at this stage.”  

1.3.1 The sentiment expressed within the above quote directly compares to similar statements 
within the Gatwick Airport noise chapter. Since beginning operations from its second runway, Dublin 
Airport has begun using different flightpaths to those assessed without any new noise assessment 
having been undertaken.  

1.3.2 Without proper consideration of flightpaths on a reasonable worst-case basis, noise impacts 
can easily be underestimated with new areas being overflown that are not expecting to be based on 
the substance of this application. 

1.3.3 There would also be knock-on effects for other noise-sensitive receptors surrounding 
Gatwick, such as those which may have received planning permission using what would be 
incorrect proposed contours. There is risk that they could be designed inappropriately but would not 
be able to claim mitigation.   

1.4 Significant Observed and Unacceptable Adverse Effect Levels (SOAEL 
and UAEL) 

1.4.1 During ISH5, the Applicant stated SOAELs matched those of other recent airport applications. 
While true, it is not clear why the Applicant relies upon other applications to justify their use of 
SOAELs but does not then follow the same methodology for other matters which would be equally 

 
3 Dublin Airport Environmental Impact Statement Northern Parallel Runway Part 2 – Text; 2004 
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appropriate. Such matters are set out in the ground noise section and also include the awakening 
assessment and Noise Insulation Schemes. 

1.4.2 The Applicant also has not set a UAEL. This is justified by the Applicant in Table 14.3.1 
through comparison to the values within the Heathrow Airport Third Runway Preliminary 
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) of 71 dB LAeq,16hour in the daytime and 66 dB LAeq,8hour in the 
night-time.  

1.4.3 Set out in the table below are UAELs used within other recent airport expansion schemes:  

Table 1 Air noise assessment UAELs (dB) 
   

Airport UAEL 

day night 

Luton DCO (not contested) LAeq,16hour / 8hour 69 63 

Bristol (permitted) LAeq,16hour / 8hour 69 63 

Heathrow (PEIR) LAeq,16hour / 8hour 71 66 

Stansted (permitted) LAeq,16hour / 8hour 69 63 

 

1.4.4 As can be seen in the table, of the examples presented, only the Heathrow scheme applies 
the same UAEL values. All other schemes use lower threshold values and have been approved. 
The exception is the Luton scheme, which is still being determined, and the UAEL values used were 
not contested during the examination. Suono acted on behalf of the five host authorities during the 
Luton Airport DCO.  

1.4.5 Through inspection of Table 14.9.7 within the Gatwick noise chapter, it can be seen that 
numerous properties would be exposed to noise above UAEL were threshold values in line with 
other approved applications.  
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1.4.6 As the Applicant has not set a UAEL, there is no certainty that properties are prevented from 
being exposed to unacceptable noise impacts.  

1.5 Noise parameters available 

1.5.1 The ISH5 agenda lists this item as a subsection of the LOAEL agenda item. It is a distinct 
item in this note as any discussion on LOAEL, SOAEL and UAEL could apply to any noise 
parameter. 

1.5.2 The Applicant identifies their primary metric as LAeq,16hour during the daytime and LAeq,8hour in 
the night-time. The Applicant also identifies secondary metrics as Number Above contours, Lmax 
single event levels, Lden and Lnight annual contours and overflights.  

1.5.3 Mr Roberts of Heyes McKenzie is a member of the Applicant’s noise team and was present at 
ISH5 representing GAL; he also represented LADACAN at the Luton Airport 19 mppa inquiry in 
2023. Mr Roberts’ rebuttal proof of evidence [LADACAN-W1.3] for the Luton inquiry states, at 
section 4.16: 

“The method of assessment does not align with best practice and in this respect, I do not 
believe it can be described as ‘taking into account current knowledge and methods of 
assessment’ as required by the 2017 EIA Regulations. In relation to best practice , I would 
expect the assessment methodology to set out clear criteria for determining the magnitude of 
effect (usually described using the following terms: Negligible, Minor, Moderate, Major and 
Substantial). I would expect these criteria to include, as a minimum, objective ratings of: the 
primary LAeq metric; expected changes to the primary metric (as a result of the 
development); numbers of dwellings affected. I would also expect to see some objective 
criteria for assessing secondary metrics which would typically include thresholds of 
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significance for numbers of dwellings within the NA60, NA65 and Lmax contours along with 
thresholds of significance for change in the Lmax metric at specific locations. Examples of 
best practice which could be expected for the assessment methodology can be found in 
Preliminary Environmental Information Reports (PEIR) prepared for the Heathrow third 
runway and Gatwick North Runway DCO application. Extracts of these PEIR documents 
covering the relevant assessment methodology are included at Appendix 1 of this  report.” 

1.5.4 The Applicant should clarify why significant effects have not been determined using 
secondary metrics if these are held to be an absolute requirement by members of their own team.  

Awakening Assessment 

1.5.5 Appendix 14.9.2 Air Noise Modelling [APP-172] states at the end of section 7.4.7, “it is 
currently unclear how many additional noise-induced awakenings are acceptable and without 
consequences for sleep recuperation and health” and does not at any point propose a threshold or 
criteria.  

1.5.6 The Heathrow Airport 3rd Runway Preliminary Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) [Heathrow 
Expansion PEIR, Chapter 17: Noise and Vibration, 2019] set a SOAEL of one additional awakening 
due to aircraft noise (year average), which applies to a combination of air and ground noise. The 
recent Bristol Airport expansion also set this as a determinant of SOAEL.  

1.5.7 GAL underestimate the likelihood of awakening through only assessing airborne aircraft, 
when noise levels from individual ground-borne events have also been calculated and presented in 
the ES. These must be included. The Applicant should update their awakening assessment to 
include both air and ground noise sources and compare this against a SOAEL of one additional 
awakening over the year. 

1.6 Assessment, control, mitigation, and compensation: forecasting, 
modelling, and monitoring overview 

Forecasts 

1.6.1 Table 14.3.1 of Chapter 14 states that the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) have asked for, “The 
baseline and future baseline assumptions in terms of usage of the northern runway should also be 
clearly set out so as to understand the number of additional movements being modelled in 
predicting significance of effect.” GAL respond, “The numbers of movements in the baseline and 
with the Project are set out in Table 14.7.1 in Section 14.7.”  

1.6.2 The corresponding table does not set out the movements being modelled in the summer 
period, which is of most importance given that GAL state LAeq,16hour (which applies over the summer 
period) is their primary assessment metric.   

1.6.3 Appendix 4.3.1 Forecast Data Book [APP-075] also provides no information on: 

• Summer 92-day period breakdown of aircraft types; 

• Details of movements broken down by day, evening and night-time; 

• Reference to specific aircraft types, which is essential in order to know precisely what 
has been modelled within air noise assessment; 

• Confirmation of the number of movements which are departures and arrivals.  

1.6.4 In our view, the submitted documents do not therefore properly respond to PINS’ scoping 
response requirements. Nor do they allow for any review to properly assess how noise from 
different aircraft types and operations contribute to the overall noise condit ions in the affected 
community for all assessment scenarios. 
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1.6.5 We also note that there does not appear to be sufficient evidence in the Needs Case 
document [APP-250] to identify increases in movements per hour. Figure 6.4.3 shows busy day 
schedules for the new runway case only, seemingly providing no single runway case for comparison 
and information is only presented for the ‘core hours’, between 0500 and 2300.  

1.6.6 This means that no information is presented for the shoulder period between 2300 and 2330, 
which would be considered night-time for the LAeq metric, but not within the ‘core night period’ used 
by Quota Count controls. 

Modelling 

1.6.7 Section 2.1.10 of the Air Noise Modelling appendix states that “Start-of-roll locations were 
assumed to be inset 150 metres from the runway ends, as is the case for the main runway 
modelling”. It is not clear why this is an assumption, and the Applicant must clearly state their 
justifications for this, or detail how it will be secured within the DCO to avoid worsening effects in 
reality. We note that the new runway is shorter than the existing runway and therefore this 
assumption may not hold true. 

1.6.8 Section 2.1.10 also states that, “RNAV dispersion was modelled for all northern runway 
departure routes.” This appears to contradict evidence provided to GAL by Civil Aviation Authority 
(CAA) in Table 14.3.1 of Appendix 14.3.1 [APP-169] which states that the northern runway does not 
operate RNAV departure routes, but Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) which involve much 
greater degrees of aircraft dispersion. The Applicant must update the modelling to account for the 
lack of RNAV on the northern runway.   

1.6.9 The splits for each flightpath should be provided for the day and night, for each assessment 
year (where different), replacing the partial information provided in Diagram 2.1.1 within the Air 
Noise Modelling appendix [APP-172]. 

1.6.10 Further to the missing information set out in the Forecasts section above, it is not clear how 
noise adjustments for next generation aircraft have been determined, such as those stated in Table 
2.1.1 of the Air Noise Modelling appendix. The Applicant must clarify how these adjustments have 
been derived.   

1.6.11 There is also a large amount of information relating to ‘Code C’ aircraft (a term which is not 
clarified or explained at any point in the noise information), which is meaningless without the 
missing information detailed in the Forecasts section above. One example is Table 2.1.2 in the Air 
Noise Modelling appendix.  

1.6.12 The Applicant should provide: 

• a table clearly setting out which aircraft are included within model, the noise levels 
associated with each aircraft, from where these noise levels have been derived, and 
justifications for any assumptions have been made within these tranches of information;  

• information on flightpath splits modelled between each route during the day and night; 

• figures showing the modelled flightpaths and how these correspond to radar data;  

• figures showing radar data from flights on the previous emergency runway and how 
these correlate and interact to ‘existing flightpaths’. 

Core and Sensitivity Cases 

1.6.13 Table 14.9.6 of Chapter 14 sets out the results of both the Central and the Slower Transition 
cases in the same table, as a range. Results for each case should be set out separately, so as to  
demonstrate how specific effects relate to specific forecasts. Formatting results in this style leads to 
a bias that the environmental outcomes have to fall within a range; this clearly isn’t the case as the 
fleet could transition faster than expected as well as slower. If the ‘Central Case’ is considered most 
likely to arise it constitutes the core case, with the ‘Slower Transition Fleet’ clearly identified as a 
sensitivity case.  
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Tabulated Results 

1.6.14 The tables set out at the end of the Air Noise Modelling appendix contain numerous instances 
where contour areas for each scenario increase or decrease compared to each other, but their 
corresponding populations do the opposite, which is not typically expected. See for instance Table 
4.1.12 below, where for the >100 events contour, areas remain identical in the future year with 
project, but the population within this contour changes. 

  
 

1.6.15 There are also instances where Leq contours and Number Above contours have the same 
area, for the same scenario, but have different populations. The Applicant must explain how these 
differences arise.  

1.6.16 Other instances suggest large differences in the number of flyovers between daytime (N65) 
and night-time (N60) which do not seem to be reflected in the corresponding Leq contours, see Table 
4.2.2 Charlwood Village Infant School (Central Case). This is not reflected at other schools, and it 
would be helpful for the Applicant to explain how these figures arise.  

 

Schools  

1.6.17 No reference has been made to BB93: Acoustic Design of Schools, February 2015, which is 
referenced within the Building Regulations. Schools have noise intrusion criteria that are different 
from those that have been proposed for all noise sensitive receptors, and so it is not possible to 
meaningfully determine the level of effect that is predicted. 

1.6.18 Mr Mitchell for the Applicant stated during ISH5 that no relationship between a criterion for 
school design (LAeq,30minutes) and the primary metric used (LAeq,16hour) has been established. Mr 
Mitchell also stated that the change may be greater over a 30-minute period than over the 16-hour 
day. 

1.6.19 As raised by Mr Holcombe in ISH5, schools also have a separate design criterion of 60 dB 
LA1,30minutes. As stated within BB934, this is “In order to protect students from regular discrete noise 
events, e.g. aircraft or trains”. We accept that it is not possible to compute LA1,30minutes results in this 
instance, and note that maximum noise levels (LAmax,slow) can be used as a surrogate, such as was 
done for the Stansted Airport 35+mppa planning permission. 

 
4 Building Bulletin 93: Acoustics design of schools: performance standards. February 2015 
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1.6.20 For clarity, LA1,30minutes is the level expected to be exceeded 1% of the time within any 
30-minute period during the typical school day.  

1.6.21 The section above sets out that there are large changes in the number of flyovers, during the 
daytime that are not accompanied by a large change in the primary metric. Therefore, as noted by 
Mr Holcombe in ISH5, the noise impacts on schools could be being underestimated if this additional 
metric is ignored. 

1.6.22 The Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations5 (EIA Regs) state under Part 5 of 
Schedule 1, paragraph (4), that:  

“An environmental statement must— … 

(b) include the information reasonably required for reaching a reasoned conclusion on the 
significant effects of the development on the environment, taking into account current 
knowledge and methods of assessment;” 

1.6.23 Without having undertaken any assessment against relevant criteria, it is not possible for the 
Applicant to have reached a reasoned conclusion on the significant effects of the new runway on 
schools.  

1.6.24 Mr Mitchell also stated in ISH5 with regards to BB93, “the guidance I believe is to do with 
designing of a new school” [part 2 transcript time of 00:52:23:15 - 00:53:00:12]. The absolute noise 
levels stated within the guidance are relevant to both newly designed and refurbished schools, but 
most importantly, any assessment of significant effects can only be determined by using the 
relevant metrics. 

1.6.25 The Applicant must clarify how schools will be assessed in line with the requirements of 
BB93, to ensure learning environments are acoustically acceptable, as the metrics involved differ 
from those set out in Chapter 14 and its appendices. 

1.7 Total Aviation Noise caused by the Proposed Development 

1.7.1 Ground noise is dealt with as a standalone topic in its own section below.  

1.7.2 As stated by Mr Holcombe on behalf of CAGNE at ISH5, the air noise assessment has 
produced results for the 92-day summer average runway split scenario while the ground noise 
assessment has produced results for 100% runway modes, both easterlies and westerlies. The 
issues arising are discussed in further detail in the ground noise section below.  

1.8 Reasonable worst-case assessment and choice of baseline 

1.8.1 No justification has been provided for the 2013 and 2019 baselines, both of which are 
included within the noise documentation. Without a clear understanding of how and why these 
baselines are used, it is not possible to provide any commentary at this time and we await 
information from the Applicant on this matter.  

Noise Envelopes 

Proposed Limit Values 

1.8.2 Table 1 of Appendix 14.9.7 The Noise Envelope [APP-177] states that the LOAEL values 
(51 dB / 45 dB LAeq,T) are proposed to be used to set noise contour limits.  

 
5 The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017 
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1.8.3 It would be sensible for the noise envelope to also consider concurrent limits at a higher level, 
such as the SOAEL (chosen purely for semantic balance) as this would prevent unintended 
consequences from arising. Such a scenario includes the Airport focusing on reducing noise levels 
at locations experiencing relatively lower noise levels as a priority compared to those closer to the 
Airport.  

1.8.4 Noise modelling tends toward lower accuracy at the LOAEL, and use of a dual limit envelope 
would increase confidence in the level of protection on offer, increasing certainty of noise levels.  

1.8.5 The Applicant should therefore introduce additional contour area limits at higher noise levels 
to run concurrently with those proposed.  

Controls 

1.8.6 There are no clear objectives or schemes presented within the noise documentation to 
identify how the Airport will monitor its performance in achieving its contour limits, or incentivise their 
betterment. This links back to the earlier commentary on sharing of benefits  and demonstrating 
certainty, both of which are key themes in UK aviation noise policy. 

1.8.7 Once the additional information requested throughout this note has been provided, we expect 
to be in a position to recommend additional controls that would ensure local communities are 
adequately protected. 

1.9 Methods proposed to avoid, reduce or compensate for likely significant 
adverse aviation noise effects and prevent unacceptable levels of aviation 
noise 

Worsening of Scheme 

1.9.1 The proposed scheme would lead to reduced funding and insulation choice being available at 
a number of locations. Suono have been able to overlap the two figures on Figure 14.8.1, which is 
shown on Figure 1 below. 

1.9.2 The Outer Scheme is actually divided into three zones, each with different funding levels, as 
set out in section 4.1.11 of Appendix 14.9.10 Noise Insulation Scheme [APP-180]. The lowest level 
of funding available is £3,500 (54 dB to 57 dB LAeq,16hour), which is less than the £4,300 currently 
offered as part of the scheme. There is also only a small improvement financially to those within the 
next zone up to £5,000 (57 dB to 60 dB LAeq,16hour).  

1.9.3 Dwellings in the Outer zone will now only be offered acoustic ventilators, rather than the 
current offer of glazing, which may constitute another disbenefit depending on the property.  
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Figure 1: Proposed and Extant Noise Insulation Schemes 

Extant scheme;  Proposed scheme ‘Inner Zone’;  Proposed Scheme ‘Outer Zone’ 

 
 

1.9.4 The figures provided by the Applicant include coloured highlighting around the Zones and the 
actual extent of the zones is not clear. 

1.9.5 The Applicant indicated in ISH5 that changes are to be made to the Noise Insulation Scheme; 
we await these updates and expect the points made within this note to be addressed.  

Policy  

1.9.6 Aviation 2050, December 2018, highlights that UK aviation noise policy is expecting to extend 
the noise insulation policy threshold beyond the current 63 dB LAeq,16hour contour to 60 dB LAeq,16hour. 
The Inner Zone should therefore be expected to include residences down to 60 dB in the daytime. 
We note that the provision of compensation for mitigation is a separate policy requirement rather 
than simply being derived from the SOAEL in an air noise assessment.  

Funding 

1.9.7 The levels of funding on offer are materially lower than those offered by Luton Airport’s 
proposed scheme, which is considered current best practice. A funding cap for the inner zone could 
unfairly effect those in properties in need of large amounts of insulation, as well as listed and large 
buildings. Such points were raised by others at ISH5.  

1.9.8 While not all properties within the 66 dB LAeq,16hour contour may wish to relocate, funding must 
be secured should all properties wish to move.  

Overheating  

1.9.9 Section 14.10.4 of Chapter 14 and the untitled table on page 2 of the Noise Insulation 
Scheme both highlight that acoustic ventilators would allow residents to keep their windows closed 
during periods of hot weather.  

1.9.10 Acoustic ventilators typically provide background trickle ventilation, rather than anything near 
the level of flow needed to assist in avoiding overheating. If they are the only type of ventilators 
intended by this commitment, they will not allow residents to keep windows closed in the summer.  

Ground Noise 

1.9.11 Once information is provided (as requested in the ground noise section of this note), the noise 
insulation schemes should be updated to include the ground noise SOAEL as a minimum. 
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Residential Scheme Improvements 

1.9.12 The Applicant should update the scheme to ensure that all residents receive a better offer 
than currently available, as well as removing the upper funding cap and widening the scheme.  

1.9.13 It would seem sensible to offer all properties the same types of insulation, such as glazing, 
loft over-boarding, acoustic ventilators, etc. Differing funding allocations could be made available to 
ensure that each property can be treated most effectively. 

Schools Scheme 

1.9.14 The Applicant must clarify how schools will be assessed in line with the requirements of 
BB93, to ensure learning environments are acoustically acceptable, as the metrics involved differ 
from those set out in Chapter 14 and its appendices.  

Mitigating Significant Effects 

1.9.15 There are a number of properties where mitigation is in place to avoid significant effects 
(above SOAEL) and a number of properties where mitigation is in place to reduce significant effects 
(noise increase is above threshold of significance). In all of these instances, mitigation must be 
implemented before the new runway enters operation. Such a control was imposed on Dublin 
Airport’s new runway in their 2007 permission. Funding needs to fully cover any property otherwise 
experiencing a significant effect. 

1.9.16 Without mitigation in place, which should be fully funded by the Applicant in these instances, 
the offering amounts to compensation rather than mitigation and the significant effect would be 
residual. 

2.0 Ground Noise 

2.1 Forecasts 

2.1.1 With regards to aircraft forecasts, the same issues arise with ground noise as have been 
identified for air noise. 

2.2 Methodology 

Missing Information 

2.2.1 The Applicant should provide: 

• a table clearly setting out which aircraft are included within model, the noise levels 
associated with each aircraft, from where these noise levels have been derived, and 
justifications for any assumptions made within these tranches of information;  

• a list of all the different noise sources for both LAeq and LAmax scenarios, in each 
assessment year, and whether they occur in the day and / or night;  

• an assessment description and significance criteria for the ground noise Lmax 
assessment; 

• information on actual splits modelled between each Engine Ground Running (EGR) 
location; 

• LAeq ground noise contours for all assessment years and scenarios, from LOAEL to 
SOAEL as a minimum;  

• noise level assessment results associated with all assessment years and scenarios;  

• figure(s) showing where noise sources and mitigation such as bunds and barriers are 
located within the model. 

2.2.2 This list is considerable and highlights the paucity of information within the ground noise 
documentation. 
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Assessment Operating Conditions 

2.2.3 GAL state that a literature review has been undertaken for ground noise but this does not 
include reference to any recent UK airport expansion applications, such as those at Stansted 
(approved), Bristol (approved), Heathrow DCO (PEIR only) and Luton DCO (not yet decided). The 
approach taken by GAL differs from these applications with no justifications provided, despite their 
position being that LOAELs and SOAELs can be justified with reference to these same applications.  

2.2.4 One such difference is the use of single mode, easterly or westerly, operations. This also 
departs from the approach taken in GAL’s air noise model, which aggregates these modes using the 
standard modal split (75% westerly and 25% easterly). It is therefore not possible to properly assess 
the overall effects of both air and ground noise sources acting together.  

2.2.5 This is essential given that the affected residents will clearly suffer intrusion from both and 
given that the assessment criteria used for the ground noise assessment are identical to those 
proposed for the air noise assessment, with no justifications provided. 

2.2.6 The Applicant has to undertake an assessment of ground noise using the standard runway 
modal split in order to allow for consideration of ground and air noise acting in combination. If the 
use of single mode operations is to be justified, then updated LOAELs and SOAELs need to be 
established and an updated assessment based on them undertaken.  

2.2.7 An assessment of the slower transition case must also be undertaken, to allow for 
consideration alongside the air noise model.  

Baseline Measurements 

2.2.8 The use of background noise measurements from 2016 as a proxy for 2019 values is not 
accepted as being appropriate. As stated in section 14.5.9 of Chapter 14, approximately 13% of 
aircraft operating at Gatwick in 2019 were ‘next generation’. This is expected to be materially 
different to 2016, when we would expect the percentage to be closer to 0%, as next generation 
aircraft were only just entering service. By the Applicant’s own admission (section 3.1.1 of Appendix 
14.9.3 Ground Noise Modelling [APP-173]), next generation aircraft are 3-5 dB quieter than 
equivalent other aircraft when taxiing. 

2.2.9 Despite the number of aircraft movements between 2016 and 2019 being similar, as reasoned 
in section 14.4.21 of Chapter 14, noise levels would not be expected to be similar enough to justify 
not undertaking further measurements. In any event, it is not clear how these noise measurements 
are actually used within the assessment. We note that Mr Mitchell stated during ISH5 that ambient 
noise is considered within the ground noise assessment methodology [part 2 transcript 00:14:02:11 
- 00:14:32:15], so it is clearly important that these monitoring results are robust, which we do not 
take them to be.   

Wind Assumptions 

2.2.10 The use of easterly and westerly wind conditions within the model to apply corrections to 
noise levels is not sufficiently worst-case; effects at northern and southern properties are likely to be 
underestimated for northerly and southerly wind directions. Worst-case wind conditions at all 
receptors must be included within the modelling.  

2.3 Model 

2.3.1 We reserve the right to comment on the model once the missing information listed above has 
been received. 

Modelled Case 

2.3.2 The ground noise model bases its assessment findings on the ‘Central Case’ only, claiming 
that this is more likely than the ‘Slow Transition Fleet’. If this were true, then the air noise model 
should follow suit: if it is not, the ground noise model is underpredicting noise effects because, as 
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noted in 4.9 above, next generation aircraft are 3-5 dB quieter than equivalent other aircraft when 
taxiing.   

Taxiing speeds 

2.3.3 The speed of taxiing used within the ground model is inconsistent with the speeds (and speed 
limits) listed within the Forecast Data Book. The Applicant must confirm which dataset is correct and 
update the other accordingly. 

2.4 Mitigation 

2.4.1 We reserve the right to comment on mitigation once the missing information listed above has 
been received.   

Mitigation versus Compensation 

2.4.2 Section 14.9.235 of Chapter 14 states, “For any properties outside the air noise NIS Inner 
Zone boundary future eligibility will be established on the basis of measurements of levels of ground 
noise carried out after the Project is operating.” 

2.4.3 This approach is not acceptable, as mitigation can and should be implemented as soon as 
possible to reduce noise effects. Air noise related insulation is based off 2032 and therefore noise 
measurements might not establish eligibility when it should be being provided. 

Bunds and Barriers 

2.4.4 Section 14.13.30 of Chapter 14 states that 10-metre-high barriers and 8-metre-high bunds are 
proposed to mitigate ground noise. These are substantial works, and their build practicability must 
be checked and be confirmed to be possible by GAL. 

2.5 Assessment Results 

2.5.1 We reserve the right to comment on assessment results once the missing information listed 
above has been received. 

Worst-Case Year  

2.5.2 Section 14.6.48 of Chapter 14 states that, “The ground noise predictions presented in this 
chapter focus on the worst-case assessment year which is 2032. There are some slightly increased 
margins between baseline and development cases in 2047 compared to 2032, but the absolute 
predicted levels are lower.” 

2.5.3 The overall position adopted by the Applicant is that the measure of worst-case is established 
by the difference between ‘Do Something’ and ‘Do Minimum’, or ‘With Project’ and ‘Baseline’. This 
occurs in 2047, not 2032, the use of which appears to be in error. The assessment and 
documentation need to be absolutely clear on the relative importance of noise level changes and 
absolute levels, given that the Applicant is seeking to use noise measurements of ground noise to 
confirm eligibility for sound insulation.  

Lmax Results 

2.5.4 Table 14.9.15 of Chapter 14 states that some scenarios have higher LAmax results during the 
night-time than occur in the day. The Applicant should explain what gives rise to these results.  

2.5.5 Section 14.9.216 of Chapter 14 compares LAmax levels of car pass-bys to that those generated 
by Engine Ground Running and appears to imply a direct equivalence that renders the EGR benign. 
This is entirely misleading as the comparison is made between fundamentally different noise 
sources that are easily distinguishable from each other. A car pass-by is a fleeting, commonly 
occurring, short duration noise event while a jet engine being tested under high power gives rise to 
a sustained, highly characteristic noise that renders it significantly more intrusive. There is also no 
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evidence provided that car pass-bys are of the level suggested, regardless. The significance of this 
effect must be updated given that the context assumed is not correct.  

2.5.6 Section 14.9.236 states that, “The assessment has considered LAmax and LAeq noise modelling 
results and has shown the contributions of maximum noise levels from APU, EGR and EAT usage 
are either negligible or occur infrequently enough that they are insignificant in comparison to taxiing 
aircraft.” This is not correct, as there is nothing preventing these noise sources occurring at night -
time and the noise levels stated within Chapter 14 would be expected to cause a material worsening 
of noise climate, even if only occurring on an infrequent basis. 

3.0 Fixed Mechanical Plant Noise 
3.1 The Fixed Plant Noise section within the Ground Noise Modelling appendix [APP-173] 
appears to contain multiple inaccuracies.  

3.2 Simply, the DCO process should seek to secure plant noise limits at residences and noise-
sensitive receptors at a Rating Level of 10 dB below the representative background level, over the 
relevant timeframe. There is not sufficient detail available at this stage (quite fairly) to assess effects 
or set limits. This is the standard way of ensuring plant noise does not become an issue later on, 
while allowing it to be dealt with appropriately at the correct time.  

3.3 The Applicant’s current assessment sets limits equal to background, which would lead to 
noise creep as numerous items are installed in future years. Furthermore, they do not take into 
account character corrections which may be need in many instances but which cannot yet be 
known.  

3.4 Noise limits are also set over day and night periods, which may not be correct as plant 
operating times are not yet known.  

3.5 When trying to follow how GAL have applied plant limits, it appears these are incorrect. For 
example, if one takes the Bear and Bunny Nursery, Table 6.2.4 informs that this receptor is within 
the Charlwood Road 3 grouping, identified in Table 7.1.1 as having day and night backgrounds of 
47 dB and 36 dB, respectively. Alternatively, Table 7.1.1 also gives backgrounds for the nursery as 
being 39 dB and 30 dB again for day and night. 

3.6 Table 7.1.3 sets out the limits at the Nursery as having limits of 51 dB and 34 dB, for day and 
night, respectively. These limits clearly do not relate to background levels.  

3.7 Separate to the above, it would also be sensible to apply frequency-based limits on sub-
stations and the biomass boiler chimney, to ensure that low frequency ‘hum’ from these is suitably 
controlled.  

4.0 Road Noise 
4.1 Section 14.4.22 of the PEIR [Gatwick: Preliminary Environmental Information Report: 
September 2021, Chapter 14: Noise and Vibration] for Gatwick’s DCO states, “For road traffic noise, 
baseline conditions were modelled using the Predictor noise model. Calibration surveys were 
carried out in the Riverside Garden Park in May 2019”.  

4.2 Section 8.1.1 of Appendix 14.9.4 Road Traffic Noise Modelling [APP-174] states, “The 
primary purpose of the survey was to visit the Riverside Garden Park to better understand its 
sensitivity to noise and the relative contributions of the three types of noise. ”  
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4.3 A 1-hour survey in May is not sufficient to validate any aspect of a noise model, nor 
understand contributions of air and ground noise as it did not take place during the summer 3 -month 
window. Further, the measurement position appears to be next to a bund, as seen in Photo 8.4.1 of 
the road traffic noise modelling appendix. Section 8.2.1 of this appendix states, “The system was 
located in free-field conditions (i.e., at least 3.5 metres from the nearest hard reflective surface). ”  

4.4 These measurements cannot therefore be used for any aspect of the noise validation.  

4.5 The road noise model has not been validated against any meaningful survey data and as 
such, there is less confidence in the results than there should be.  

4.6 It is not clear why the surface access noise modelling results are compared against the 
ground noise study area in Figure 14.6.33; the Applicant should clarify the reasoning behind this.   

5.0 Items needing to be secured by the DCO 
5.1 The following is a non-exhaustive list of items which must be required to be secured within the 
DCO:  

• Hangers providing screening for ground noise. 

• Certainty that all properties inside inner NIS will be insulated before runway comes 
online.  

• EGR being limited to daytime only.  

• EGR being limited to assessed locations only.  

• Auxiliary Power Units (APU) on stand-usage – it would be sensible to secure 
electrification of any remaining stands without GPU (ground power units).  

• Acoustic barriers / hoarding listed in construction noise model (section 14.13.7 of 
Chapter 14). 

• It is not clear from the noise documentation how the noise envelope is to be secured.  

6.0 Miscellaneous items 
6.1 All contour figures should be provided on OS mapping to allow for greater inspection, as 
requested by Mr Holcombe at ISH5.  

6.2 The sensitivity of receptors is not stated within the noise documentation.   

6.3 The noise documentation would benefit significantly from appropriate sub-headers.  

6.4 Multiple acronyms are used but not explained; the glossary needs to be updated to account 
for this. Examples include End Around Taxiway (no description given) and Code C aircraft (not 
included).  

6.5 Formatting of some tables makes them unreadable, such as Tables 2.1.1 and 5.4.2 of the 
Ground Noise Modelling appendix.  

6.6 There is no reference to airborne train noise, even to scope it out. This must be clarified by 
the Applicant.  

 

 




